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WALKING TO BELLROCK 

Two figures in deep water. 

Their frames decapitated from the stomach up 
glide along the surface. Depot Creek. 
One hundred years ago lumber being driven down this river 
tore and shovelled and widened the banks into Bellrock 
down past bridges to the mill. 

The two figures are walking 
as if half sunk in a grey road 
their feet tentative, stumbling on stone bottom. 
Landscapes underwater. What do the feet miss? 
Turtle, watersnake, clam. What do the feet ignore 
and the brain not look at, as two figures slide 
past George Grant's green immaculate fields 
past the splashed blood of cardinel flower on the bank. 

Rivers are a place for philosophy but all thought 
is about the mechanics of this river is about 
stones that twist your ankles 
the hidden rocks you walk your knee into -

feet in slow motion and brain and balanced arms 
imagining the blind path of foot, underwater sun 
suddenly catching the almond coloured legs 
the torn old Adidas tennis shoes we wear 
to walk the river into Bellrock. 
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What is the conversation about for three hours 

on this winding twisted evasive river to town? 

What was the conversation about all summer. 

Stan and I laughing joking summer crazy 

as we lived against each other. 

To keep warm we submerge. Sometimes 

just our heads decapitated 

glide on the dark glass. 

There is no metaphor here. 

We are aware of the heat of the water, coldness of the rain, 

smell of mud in certain sections that farts 

when you step on it, mud never walked on 
so you can't breathe, my god you can't breathe this air 

and you swim fast your feet off the silt of history 

that was there when the logs went 

leaping down for the Rathbone Timber Company 1840-1895 

when those who stole logs had to leap 

right out of the country if caught. 

But there is no history or philosophy or metaphor with us. 

The problem is the toughness of the Adidas shoe 

its three stripes gleaming like fish decoration. 

The story is Russell's arm waving out of the green of a field. 



The plot of the afternoon is to get to Bellrock 

through rapids, falls, stink water 

and reach the island where beer and a towel wait for us. 

That night there is not even pain in our newly used muscles 

not even the puckering of flesh 

and little to tell except you won't 
believe how that river winds and when you 

don't see the feet you concentrate on the feet. 

And all the next day trying to think 

what we didn't talk about. 

Where was the criminal conversation 

broken sentences lost in the splash in wind. 

Stan, my crazy summer friend, 

why are we both going crazy? 

Going down to Bellrock 

recognizing home by the colour of barns 

which tell us north, south, west, 

and otherwise lost in miles and miles of rain 

in the middle of this century 

following the easy fucking stupid plot to town. 
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